unlikely to substantially and sustainably
reduce its ordering. Likewise, removing a test from an order set will be less
effective if clinicians assume incorrectly
that they need the test. Test utilization
veterans have plenty of stories about
well-meaning, diligent clinicians finding
amazingly creative ways to circumvent
utilization efforts and order the test
they think they need.
In many academic medical centers,
residents order most tests, so conversing
with them offers a chance not only to
educate these newly minted physicians about laboratory testing but also
for you to identify systemic issues that
might be driving overutilization. Our
major over-use issue with amylase was
that it was in our abdominal pain order
sets. We did not face a provider education issue, as most knew of lipase’s
superiority and adequacy for evaluating
ED patients with abdominal pain.
Implement and monitor. With the
underlying issue identified, a solution is at hand. In our case, we simply
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Steps Weill Cornell Medicine/New York Presbyterian Hospital took to curtail unnecessary serum amylase orders.

SELECT
A TEST
• Serum amylase for
assessment of acute
pancreatitis
• High Volume test
(>10/day)
• Potential cost savings
• Appropriate for utlilization
culture

ASSEMBLE
EVIDENCE
•M
 ultiple prospective
and retrospective
studies showing lipase
is adequate
• R etrospective review of
in-house data showed
that lipase is adequate

removed amylase from our ED abdominal pain order set. This produced results
promptly, which so far have been
sustained. We have gone from about
10 ED-based serum amylase orders per
day to less than two, a projected annual
reduction of approximately 3,000 tests.
More importantly, successfully tackling
amylase over-ordering created a culture
of lab utilization management and laid

FIND
ALLIES

IDENTIFY
ROOT CAUSE

IMPLEMENT AND
MONITOR

• Emergency Department
clinicians

• A mylase pre-selected
in order set

• Amylase removed
from order set

• Lab utilization
committee
composed of:

• Providers aware of
adequacy of lipase alone

• Order volumes
monitored

• Administrators
• Clinicians
• Laboratorians

a path for addressing overutilization
which we are using with other analytes.
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